
 

XPERT-K200 DARK 
CONNEXION MODE : Enjoy unparalleled
versatility thanks to our three connection options:
wireless via RF 2.4 GHz, Bluetooth, and wired with
the included USB cable. In Bluetooth mode, the
ability to connect up to three different devices will
allow you to easily use the keyboard on your
smartphones, laptops and tablets, without needing
to reappraise each use. In addition, the XPERT
K200 is compatible with Windows, Mac, iOS and
Android, ensuring an optimal user experience on a
wide range of platforms.

FORMAT 60% ULTRA COMPACT : All features of
a gamer keyboard are now available in a more
compact design, adopting the TKL format (Ten
Keys Less) with only 64 toumechanical chess. The
XPERT K200 is specially designed to give you more
space and freedom of movement to your mouse.

100% ANTI-GHOSTING MECHANIC: Equipped
with mechanical keys with red Switch, our
keyboard eliminates any fear of combinations of
involuntary keys. Thanks to the Anti-Ghosting
function, you can finally press several keys
simultaneously without fearing any interpretation
error. This is an essential feature for
uncompromising performance.

EXCEPTIONAL ADVISORY : With its 1800 mAh
rechargeable lithium battery, XPERT-K200
guarantees a comfortable range of up to 180 hours
of continuous use. Reload this keyboard is a
children's game: just plug in the included USB-C
cable to regain all the power you need. 

22 RGB MODES: XPERT-K200 goes well beyond a
simple keyboard thanks to its advanced
customization features. You have total control over
your backlight, with the ability to adjust the
brightness and speed of the effects according to
your preferences. XPERT-K200 offers an impressive
backlight palette, with no less than 7 different
colors and 22 RGB effects to enhance your



 

configuration. The configuration of these effects is
done directly from the keyboard thanks to
incredibly simple key combinations or directly from
the software.

COMPLETE AND INTUITIF: 

With our intuitive software, XPERT-K200 offers
complete customization:

Programmable keys: Configure your keys as you
like for a custom game experience. Choose the
functions that best suit you and access shortcuts in
a moment.

Macro: Simplify complex actions by creating
custom macros. Automate key sequences to gain
an undeniable advantage in your favorite games.

Retrolighting RGB: Customize your keyboard
lighting with a palette of 16.8 million colors.
Express your style by creating unique atmospheres
for each game or use.

Profiles: With the ability to save up to 3 different
profiles, you can switch from one configuration to
another in a flash, depending on your specific
needs.

Special mode Music: Amplify your immersion
during your game sessions with our 7 "sound and
light" RGB modes synchronized with the music and
sound effects of your game, to enhance the
atmosphere of your games.

  

Product price: 

€49.90 tax included 

  

Product features:  

Connection: USB wired
Connection: Wireless RF 2.4GHz
Connection: Bluetooth 5.2 et Bluetooth 3.0
Battery: Rechargeable 1800 mAh
Battery: Autonomy: 180 hours without RGB
Battery: On/Off button
Battery: Charging time: 4 - 5 hours
Cable length: 1.5m



 

Software: Available for download
Type of Keyboard: Mechanics Switch Rouge
Format: TKL - 60% Compact
Digital Pavilion: Non
Number of keys: 64 Touches
Anti-Ghosting: 1
Adjustable height: 2 Positions
Compatibility: Windows 7 and higher versions
Compatibility: Mac OS
Compatibility: iOS
Compatibility: Android
Colour: Black (Dark)
Materials: ABS plastic
Dimensions: 29.1 x 10.2 x 4 cm
Weight: 470 g
Contents of packaging: Quick Installation Guide
Contents of packaging: Nano USB receiver
Contents of packaging: Keyboard XPERT-K200
Contents of packaging: USB-C cable

  

Product description:  

Packaging:
Reference : CLA-XK200BK
EAN: 3700104455252
Dimensions (cm): 34 x 10.7 x 4.2 cm
Weight: 0.594 kg

Carton:
Colisage: 5 Pieces
Dimensions (cm): 35.3 x 22.7 x 12 cm
Weight: 3.1 kg

Master-carton:
Colisage : 10 pieces
Dimensions: 36.3 x 23.7 x 26 cm
Weight: 6.6 kg
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